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temporarily closed this week, while the bank moved its main offices into more modern digs. Those new offices are near the Eaton Centre, just across the street. But the branch on the Eaton Centre's main floor has been closed and marked for demolition in the next two to three months. "They told me they were closing and told me to come back next week to pick up
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used the alt tag to add a title to an image. In this method, if the title was sufficiently long, we would simply wrap lines in the HTML, to create an alt-text. Sadly, this method has been discontinued in favor of alt="foo bar foo bar". Is there a way to create a list of text, that should be added as an alt tag? I use the Advanced Custom Fields plugin in WordPress, so it
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box labeled "ALT text for images". Once you have set the ALT text, click Update and all the images will have their captions converted to alt tags. (As a side note, there's a bug in the plugin that prevents the Update button from working if the plugin has been deactivated.) WASHINGTON ― One of the things that make Donald Trump’s first three weeks as president so
remarkable is that he has been so consistent, so unyielding, so determined to follow through on one single, overriding campaign promise. But on Monday, in a speech at the Conservative Political Action Conference, Trump delivered
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